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Controlled assembly of SERS substrates
templated by colloidal crystal films
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Convective assembly at high volume fractions was used to assemble gold
nanoparticles into structured porous films templated by colloidal crystals. These
gold nanofilms have hierarchical porosity and were proven to be stable and
efficient substrates for surface-enhanced Raman spectroscopy (SERS). The control
over the film structure allowed optimization of their performance for potential
sensor applications.
Colloidal crystals are materials with
periodic structure on the submicrometre
length scale made by self-assembly of
colloidal particles. Colloidal crystals can
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be used as a basis for fabrication of
photonic materials,1–7 optical coatings
and filters,8–10 lithographic etching
masks,11–13 and sensors.14–17 The colloidal crystals can also serve as templates
for a variety of other self-assembled
materials with controlled and reproducible structure. In this review we
highlight results based on our process
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for rapid and reproducible deposition
of colloidal crystal films by convective
assembly at high volume fractions.18
These crystal films serve as templates of
controlled structure for surface-enhanced
Raman spectroscopy substrates.16,19
The hallmark of SERS is selectivity,
potential for remote sampling through
fiber optics, and capability for detection
of analytes in aqueous solvents. Despite
these advantages the widespread use of
SERS-based analytical technology has
been slow. Before SERS-based sensors
can find broad application in routine
chemical analysis new SERS materials
must be developed that yield consistently
high signals and provide detection generality towards a wide range of chemical
and environmental analytes. The major
requirements for the SERS substrate
materials include controlled nanoscale
structure, periodicity and chemical stability. One of the well-studied methods for
making SERS substrates uses mono- and
bi-layers of close-packed microsphere
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crystals as masks.20 Ordered arrays of
separated silver nanoparticles are fabricated by evaporating metal through the
microsphere masks. This ‘‘nanosphere
lithography’’ fabrication technique has
yielded important data on the effect of
particle size, shape, ordering and surface
functionalization on the optical properties and SERS behavior.21–23 Ordering
and periodicity of the metal islands made
by ‘‘natural lithography’’ or microfabrication have also been shown to improve
the substrate SERS performance.24,25
A simpler and potentially powerful
alternative to vacuum-based metal
deposition processes is to make SERS
materials by immobilizing SERS-active
metal nanoparticles onto a solid support.
Colloidal suspensions of gold and silver
nanoparticles are often used because
they are easily prepared, and yield high
Raman enhancement.26 If the nanoparticles are aggregated, it is thought that
intense electric field coupling in ‘‘hot
spot’’ regions between adjacent nanoparticles can engender higher enhancement.27,28 An intrinsic advantage of the
self-assembled nanoparticle films is their
high surface area available for analyte
adsorption. The fabrication of such
substrates, however, requires the design
of wet-assembly techniques that are
controllable, precise and reproducible,
which has proven to be an overarching
problem in most nanoparticle assembly
processes. As a consequence, novel techniques for fabricating thin nanoparticle
films have garnered much attention. In
a well-known example of a nanoparticle
deposition method for SERS, biospecific or metal-affinity interactions are
exploited to attach metallic nanoparticles
to a glass or silicon oxide surface.29
Alternatively, SERS materials have been
made from nanoparticles deposited via
electrolyte induced aggregation and sedimentation.30 Deposits of nanoshells,31
aggregated nanorods,32 and other anisotropic nanoparticles33 have high SERS
activity as well. In most cases, however,
such nanoparticle layers are disordered
and lack long-range periodicity.
In our study we used convective
assembly to deposit films from chemically unmodified metallic nanoparticles
on plain non-functionalized glass substrates. We developed a procedure for
nanoparticle concentration by membrane
filtration via centrifugation, and an

apparatus for convective assembly at
high volume fractions (Fig. 1) that allows
rapid deposition of nanocoatings.18,34,35
The combination of these two techniques
allowed controlled and efficient assembly
of a wide variety of thin structures from
as-synthesized gold nanoparticles. The
data presented here highlight our efforts
to engineer the structure of such selfassembled substrates in order to optimize
their performance in realistic sensor
applications.

Templating metallic
nanoparticles into ‘‘inverse
opal’’ films
The apparatus for convective assembly
requires only microlitres of suspension
and less than an hour of deposition time
without the need for any complex or
costly equipment. The particles dispersed
in the liquid are transported to the edge
of the growing crystal by the flux of the
liquid compensating for evaporation
from the crystal surface (Fig. 1). This
process, referred to as ‘‘convective
assembly’’3,36 or ‘‘evaporation induced
self-assembly,’’37 takes place near the
meniscus of evaporating liquid films.
The particles concentrated and confined
in the thin film are ordered into a
colloidal crystal by reduction of free
volume
and
capillary
immersion

forces.38 The mechanism is similar to
the popularized ‘‘coffee ring’’ effect.39,40
For thin films of spherical particles, the
predominant microstructure formed is
hexagonal close-packed crystals with
(111) plane oriented parallel to the
substrate. These films are typically polycrystalline due to multiple nucleation
sites along the drying region. Arrays
with square ordering are seen locally,
but they appear to be a transition phase
between the more stable hexagonally
packed regions.18 In the confined geometry of thin films there is a competition
between the thermodynamically favored
packing density and the film thickness
available to the particle layers. Square
arrays are the thermodynamically preferred organization in layers of certain
thickness,41 however it is rarely observed
in films deposited only from latex
spheres. This is likely due to the flexibility of the liquid–air interface, which
permits particle protrusion through the
liquid meniscus, hence allowing the
formation of the hexagonal, rather than
square, arrays.18
The method could be adapted for a
single step fabrication of templated
metallic nanostructures via convective
assembly of a binary mixture of sacrificial microspheres and metallic nanoparticles (Fig. 1). Small nanoparticles
(10–20 nm) added to the suspension

Fig. 1 Schematic of the experimental setup for colloidal crystal assembly (left), and one-step
template directed fabrication of SERS substrates (right). The order–disorder transition between
the meniscus and the iridescent deposited crystal is clearly visible in the upper left image showing
the actual process of deposition of a colloidal crystal coating.
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infiltrate the interstitial space surrounding the larger sacrificial microspheres
(400–1000 nm). The aggregated nanoparticles replicate the microstructure
imparted by the larger aggregated
spheres. The templating spheres can be
removed after deposition to yield an
‘‘inverse opal’’ metal film of defined
thickness (Fig. 1). The presence of the
concentrated nanoparticles during the
convective assembly process assists
the formation of microsphere crystals
with square packing symmetry. This type
of lattice likely results from the reduced
mobility (geometric confinement) of the
larger microspheres in drying films of
mixed concentrated particles.

Probing the structuredependent SERS performance
of the templated metallic films
The template-directed convective assembly technique allows for tuning the
porosity on two hierarchical length
scales. Microstructured cavities remain
after removing the sacrificial template,
and smaller nanopores are formed in
between the gold particles. The size of
these features can be controlled by
varying the size of latex beads and the
gold nanoparticles used during assembly.
Our structures are comprised of continuously aggregated nanoscopic gold
particles arranged into a periodic network of high surface area. They differ
from the arrays of discrete submicron
silver or gold tetrahedral particles made
by top-down nanosphere lithography.13
Consequently, these different structures
allow for different types of SERS

experiments and responses, but a direct
comparison of the enhancement per unit
metal surface is rather difficult.
The type, quality and structure of
the template colloidal crystal depend
primarily on the withdrawal speed and
volume fraction of the colloidal suspensions used in the process.18,19 By varying
these parameters we fabricated latex
templates that were polycrystalline with
single crystal dimensions in the 5–20 mm
range, or randomly packed with no
apparent long-range crystal order
(Fig. 2). As a control, gold nanoparticle
films were also prepared without using
latex templating. All experimental measurements were performed using a point
sampling protocol in a microfluidic flow
cell.16,19 Such online flow cells could be
directly used as a basis for SERS sensors
for continuous monitoring of water or
gas fluxes. Post-deposition treatment of
the nanoparticle layers with dimethyldichlorosilane vapor hydrophobized the
glass substrates, enhancing the adhesion
of the gold films, and improving their
stability to the extent that they can be
subjected to prolonged exposure to shear
flows in the experimental cells.16 A
matrix of experiments was designed to
isolate individual contributions to the
Raman enhancement arising from the
nano- and microstructure.19 We collected
multiple data points from randomly
chosen spots on each SERS substrate
inside the microfluidic chamber filled
with liquid. This simulates application
in real sensors where no drying and
alignment to find ‘‘hot spots’’ is usually
possible. Statistical analysis of the
data was performed to determine the

Fig. 2 Effect of substrate structure on the SERS signal intensity. Characteristic sodium cyanide
spectra and SEM images collected in the continuous sampling microfluidic flow cell for ordered
latex-templated (top), disordered latex-templated (middle), and non-templated (bottom) SERS
substrates. Scale bars are 1 mm (top and middle micrographs) and 10 mm (bottom micrograph).19
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sensitivity of the substrates, and reproducibility of the fabrication technique.
The porous gold substrates had a limit of
detection of 150 ppb for sodium cyanide
in water based on a five percent probability of false alarm.42 Furthermore, the
substrates performed well over a broad
range of concentrations and pH values.16
The most intense SERS signals were
reproducibly obtained on films with
ordered
polycrystalline
micropores
similar to the ones shown in Fig. 2. We
observed a multifold increase in intensity
of the 2125 cm21 peak for cyanide
adsorbed on the ordered crystalline
regions compared with the disordered
regions. The substrates without any
templating were weakly enhancing, with
a signal up to an order of magnitude
lower than the microsphere templated
ones. The variability of the peak intensity
for the templated substrates (both
ordered and disordered) was ca. 20%
compared with ca. 75% for the nontemplated variety.42 One of the major
reasons SERS is not a widely used
technology is the lack of standardized
substrates that have uniform and reproducible SERS performance on any equipment. Poor reproducibility and hence
high false alarm rates can be a fatal flaw
for any routine diagnostic technique.
These results demonstrate that the engineered templated deposition could produce substrates with consistently high
signals, and may be an effective route to
make substrates for SERS-based sensors
for practical chemical analysis.
The convective assembly method also
allows characterization of the effect of
substrate thickness by depositing films
with controlled numbers of nanoparticle
layers. These experiments, however, were
performed with non-templated films, as
the structure of the colloidal crystals
varies with the number of layers.18 We
found that the nanoparticle film thickness has little effect on SERS signal
intensity for substrates thicker than a
monolayer. This finding probably
reflects the fact that only the particles
in the top layer are illuminated by the
excitation laser and hence contribute to
the SERS signal. The practical significance is that only a relatively thin layer
of gold nanoparticles is required to
generate a strong signal.
Finally we characterized the effect
of the nanoporosity inherent in the
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aggregated structure of adjacent nanoparticles. The nanoporosity can be
changed by controlled post-deposition
fusion of the gold nanoparticles at
temperatures between 200 and 500 uC.43
In order to reliably characterize the
effect of the nanoporosity on SERS
performance we developed a procedure
for making nanoporosity gradient substrates by imposing a monotonically
varying thermal gradient onto the backside of the SERS support.19 This technique produced substrates that had fully
fused gold nanoparticles on one end and
unchanged discrete aggregated gold
nanoparticles on the other, with a variable degree of fusion in the middle.
The degree of nanoporosity along the
sample surface after heating could be
correlated to the spatially varying
color change. The substrate retained
its characteristic reddish brown color
on the non-fused side and gradually
took on a golden color towards the
fully fused end. The formation of large
continuous metal domains from fused
particles was evidenced by the extreme
broadening of the surface plasmon
resonance (SPR) adsorption peak centered on 780 nm. Examination of the
heat-treated end of substrates with
SEM verified that the microscale pores
left over from latex templates were

retained throughout the entire film
structure.
The SERS signal was highest for the
unheated region, and decreased commensurate with the degree of particle fusing
(Fig. 3). These data convincingly demonstrate that nanoscale surface roughness
stemming from the discrete aggregated
gold particles is a key factor directly
related to high SERS performance.
While it may be expected that nanoscale
roughness generates stronger plasmon
resonances, this may not be the only
major effect here. Our working hypothesis is that the strong SERS response
collected from the nanoporous substrates
is closely related to the large surface area
which allows more analyte to adsorb
from the surrounding solution.

Concluding remarks
The cycle of experiments discussed here
proved that while both the micro- and
the nanostructure contribute to the high
enhancement of our substrates it is the
nanopores that lead to the key effect. The
presence of sub-micron pores left behind
by the sacrificial latex beads and the
long-range ordering of these large pores
also contribute to the enhancement of
these substrates. These SERS substrates
are simple and inexpensive to prepare:

less than a milligram of nanoparticles is
required to coat a surface of tens of
square millimetres. The gold substrates
were proven to be highly stable and to
have a shelf life of at least a year. Since
they are made from inert gold, the
problem of physical and chemical
deterioration common to silver-based
SERS substrates is avoided.
The metallic substrates fabricated to
date by us and by others suffer from a
major drawback; they rely on the binding
of the agent being analyzed to the surface
of the nanoparticle arrays, or its deposition in a dry state on top of the
substrates. The strong binding of the
CN2 ions to the gold and silver substrates appears to be the major factor
behind the easy detection of cyanides,
while the weak adsorption of non-polar
molecules makes detection difficult. This
problem is avoided in widely used protocols where chemical agent samples are
dried on top of substrates dipped in the
solution. Drying concentrates the sample
and physically forces solids into the
regions with SERS activity. This method,
however, can introduce data artifacts,
will not work with volatile analytes and
can not be used in on-line continuous
sampling. For this reason, we are presently focused on experiments in microfluidic continuous-flow chambers such as
the ones discussed above. A major
direction for future research in the area
will be the chemical functionalization of
our substrates with the aim of targeting
specific analytes.
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Fig. 3 Effect of the substrate nanoporosity on SERS spectra intensity. SEM images collected
from the (A) non-fused and (B) fused regions of the substrate with a nanoporosity gradient. Scale
bars = 1 mm. (C) Raman spectra collected sequentially moving from the non-fused end (top
spectra) to the highly-fused end (bottom spectra).19
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